
Jul 19, 2020 – 16th Sunday of Ordinary Time 
 

 
 

“Allowing God to be God in our Lives – the Ultimate Judge and Defeater of all 
evil!” 

(Wis 12:13, 16-19, Rom 8:26-27 and Mt 13:24-43) 

 
 

1. World – a mixture of evil and good – Weeds and Wheat 
 
One of the most baffling and mysterious aspects of our world is the active & dynamic 
presence of evil in this world. Our world is not the way that God made it. God made a 
good and perfect world but then evil entered creation. The present condition of our 
existence, then, is a mixture—a mixture of evil and good, of selfishness and 
generosity, of violence and of love or (as today’s parable states it) a mixture of 
weeds and wheat. Today the Lord Jesus ventures into opening His mind on this 
crucial Reality of our lives. 
  
Last Sunday, we were with the Generous Sower, who was madly liberal in sowing on 
different types of soil and which had their corresponding results. This week, we are back 
to the field. But our deliberation is not on the Sower or the Seeds but the presence of 
Weeds among the Wheat. Let the botany in us, focus today on “The Weeds and the 
Irritable Weeds”. Botanically named Lolium temulentum, the weeds are also called 
Darnel or Tares. 
 
These weeds have a characteristic of making one feel poisoned with drunkenness when 
consumed. They also have the deceptive characteristic of bearing a close resemblance 
to Wheat. In fact, these weeds are also called False Wheat! So the enemy in the 
parable is a Learned Deceiver. He sows this deceptive and misleading weed among the 
innocent and harmless wheat. But the Lord, the Ultimate Judge gives out a strong, yet 
strange command, “Let the weeds not be pulled up, lest the wheat be uprooted with 
them; let them just grow together until harvest!” (Mt 13:29-30) 
 
Some mysteries in life cannot be fully understood but they are to be boldly lived. Some 
struggles in life cannot be eliminated but they are to be bravely challenged. Some 
problems in life cannot be completely solved but they are to be fearlessly encountered 
Here is another hard reality to be digested: God uses the very wickedness and 
injustices of evildoers to perfect his Elect.  
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2. Patient Vigilance: 

 
As the saying goes: “God writes straight, even with crooked lines!” The triumph and 
prosperity of the wicked are short-lived whereas the reward of the Christian who suffer 
from their wickedness is everlasting. Hard and Unpopular and even Impractical 
statement, right? But Facts remain facts – we consent or not! This leads us to a vital 
aspect of our Practical Christian Living: To be patient with ourselves and with others in 
dealing with sin, with unacceptable practices, with unalterable addictions, with evil 
tendencies, with horrifying obsessions, and with abominable disgraces. 
 
In your garden, when something begins to come up out of the soil, you can tell almost at 
once what is a tomato plant and what is a weed, and you pull the weeds out. But in 
Jesus's parable and the Kingdom of God, it is not so easy. Therefore it is better to wait, 
to wait as long as we can before acting because something that appears to us as a 
weed might in time be revealed as wheat. This parable of Jesus is really a parable 
about patient vigilance. It calls us to wait and give time to circumstances and people 
in our lives as long as we can until their true characteristics emerge.  
 
There might be someone in your family who is making a mess of their life, one wrong 
decision after another, going along without purpose or guidance. But, before you cut 
that person off, this parable advises you to wait, to offer as much wisdom and love as 
you can, and then see what might begin to grow. You do not need to pull up the weed 
today. There might be someone at work or in your neighborhood who is negative and 
difficult. But before you distance yourself from that person, this parable advises you to 
wait, to treat that person with honesty and respect, and see what develops. There might 
be a circumstance in the church or our government that you see as harmful and 
damaging. But before you give up, this parable asks you to stand for what you believe 
and wait with patience because the harvest has not yet come. 
 
Often we lose our cool in finding ourselves to be imperfect and sinful even after years of 
trying, we have our blood boiling seeing the various scandals and shameful incidents in 
the Church, we bite our teeth in anger glaring at the atrocities and inhumanness in our 
society and the world and we go mad in encountering silly disputes and appalling 
indifferences in our families & communities. 
 
But the Lord says: “Hold On….!” Do your best and leave the rest to Me. Aim for 
perfection.but be not saddened by scandals. This certainly is no excuse for us to deny 
our duty and responsibility and even an obligation to avoid wickedness and dissuade 
evil practices. But we may never find ourselves in PERFECT elimination of evil and 
sinful behaviors either in our personal life, or societal life, or even in the life of the 
church.  
 
The Ultimate Eliminator is the Lord Himself. The Supreme Conqueror is the Lord 
Himself. Is it all too abstract, theoretical & impractical talks? NO! St Paul gives an 
assurance in Romans 8:26-27: "The Spirit comes to our aid in our weaknesses. He, 



Himself, will intercede for us, when we co-operate with Him." And God Who is all-
powerful shares His Omnipotence with us in the Holy Sacraments, in Prayer, in the 
Bible, and in the Church. 
 
Let us tap this power of God, and be strengthened in our lives! Let us try to do our 
utmost but let us also permit us to encounter disappointments. Let us strive for the finest 
but let us fret not too much over failures and frustrations. The Lord knows all. The Lord 
sees all. The Lord has the perfect solution to all. 
 
St Faustina would say…" our sins and weaknesses and miseries are like little sticks, 
before the burning furnace of the Love of God". Let us throw our little sticks into this 
burning furnace. Let God be God in our Lives – the Ultimate Judge and Defeater of all 
evil” 

3. Don’t focus on the weeds but recognize the goodness and embrace the 
wheat of God’s presence 

 
As followers of Jesus, we cannot ignore the weeds in our world. We have to admit and 
recognize the presence of poverty and injustice and violence and greed. These realities 
influence much of our experience. We know that all of them are opposed to God’s will 
and we are called to fight against them. But even as we do that, we must not forget 
the wheat. We must remind ourselves of the presence of the goodness that is around 
us, the vision, the service, the generosity, the courage, the love that we can find in so 
many places and so many people. All of those examples of goodness are a reflection of 
God’s presence. Seeing God’s presence is a cause of energy and hope. 
 
We see a lot of weeds in our Journey, a lot of things wrong with our world. It is important 
that we recognize them. But as we work, we should not forget to look for the wheat. Do 
not forget to see the goodness that is present in the situations in which we find 
yourselves, in the people we serve, and in the people with whom we work. All of that 
goodness is a reminder that God is with us. And with God’s help and power, we can be 
true servants and live in hope. 
 
We see it is all too easy for all of us to center on what is wrong, to focus on the weeds. 
We can easily say, here are the things that are wrong about my parents, or here are the 
things I want to change about my children. We can all point out the flaws in our 
marriage and the people who drive us crazy at work. We can come up with a list of the 
injustices in our world or the imperfections in our church. We are always aware of the 
burdens which we carry, the sickness, and the grief that we must bear. All of these 
things are real. They are the weeds of our life. We must recognize them and confront 
them. 
 
We must look up! We must see the wheat among the weeds. We must recognize the 
goodness and grace in the circumstances around us. When we recognize that 
goodness and grace, we find the strength to oppose what is evil and the joy to live as 
God’s servants. As long as we focus only on the weeds, we live a life of bitterness and 
die of exhaustion. But if we can see and embrace the wheat of God’s presence, then we 



will find the freedom to build God’s kingdom and the hope that comes from living in 
God’s love. 
 

Let us pray: 
 
Lord Jesus, there are ‘weeds’ in my life for sure, but they are not the measure of the 
harvest that God values in me. I ask for help that my habits and choices may give 
growth to what is good and true. Teach me to be patient and make me patient with the 
weeds I notice so clearly in others. Don’t let me start tearing them up lest I do more 
damage than good. 
 
Jesus, I Trust In You 
 
 


